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Chapter 290
Leaving the Qin family, Haoden Ye hurriedly returned to the pharmacy.

After talking to Lin Qi about the situation, Haoden Ye told her to get ready and
let her go to that building in two days.

In the future, Haoden Ye’s pharmacy will have to open to a new place, and
things still need to be moved.

The building hasn’t been completely renovated yet, but it’s not too early to
prepare.

Everything was ready, and it was getting late, so Haoden Ye called home to
tell them that he wouldn’t be back tonight, and Haoden Ye bought some things
to head to the newly purchased land.

The land was also on Phoenix Street, far from his old pharmacy, but on a road
that ran through the city.

It was also easy for Haoden Ye to get back and forth, so he took a random
cab and arrived.

Putting down his things, Haoden Ye planned to rest here tonight.

Choosing to rest on the second floor, Haoden Ye made a bunk and ate
something to sleep.



Of course, Haoden Ye didn’t dare to sleep too much, knowing that the person
who had cast the spell earlier might come over tonight.

By him breaking the spell, that person must have been revolted by this power.

There are only two outcomes, one is that the man is dead, and the other is
that the man is so strong that he hasn’t died yet will come for revenge.

After a whole night of not sleeping well, the next morning, Haoden Ye woke up
with the sun shining.

“I can’t believe no one came to mess with me, but it looks like that person is
already dead!”Haoden Ye rolled his eyes.

He mentally sighed at the thought that the man had already lost his life.

Using such evil spells to harm people, it was reasonable that he should not
sympathize with the man.

But deep down, he still felt a little guilty, it was a human life after all.

After using the water from the construction site to wash up, Haoden Ye began
to think about going to buy a fireplace.

Now that the feng shui treasure is well chosen, the fireplace must be good
too.

However, who sells such things as fireplaces these days, and I can’t say that
I’ll have to recast one.

Haoden Ye stood up, intending to see how many bubbles he still had inside
his dantian, enough for a new furnace.



Looking within the Dantian, Haoden Ye’s face changed!

There were three red bubbles inside his dantian!

The last time I changed my life against the sky to save Maya Shen, I only got
one red bubble, but this time I got three.

On second thought, if the evil spell wasn’t broken, everyone in the area would
suffer damage and the Qin and Chu families would also suffer bad luck, was it
because they had saved too many people, so they were giving more rewards?

With great joy in his heart, Haoden Ye could not help but raise a smile.

Gathering his things, Haoden Ye prepared to go out.

However, as soon as he reached the main gate, he heard a voice from outside
say, “Qin Feng, you get out of here and kill someone to pay for your life!”

The voice was so loud that Haoden Ye was shocked.

Hurrying to open the construction site gate, Haoden Ye saw more than a
dozen people blocking the entrance.

Headed by a strong, dark-skinned man who looked to be in his thirties, he was
a salesman.

The others were similar, young and old, and at first glance all from bitter
backgrounds.

“This brother, Boss Qin has already sold this land to me, you can tell me
what’s going on if you have something to tell me!”Haoden Ye frowned at the
visitor.



“Sold to you?”The man’s face turned pale at the news, and then he became
furious and said, “How can this be, the one surnamed Qin has gotten
someone killed and now he’s shrugging it off?It’s not that simple, where is he
now, I want to see him!”

Sweeping his eyes over him, Haoden Ye wondered, “You said that Mr. Qin
killed someone, what’s going on?You tell me first, and I’ll tell you where he is!”

Hearing that Qin Feng had killed someone, Haoden Ye felt that this matter
might have something to do with the incantation.

The magic spell backfired, and someone was bound to die.

And if it had nothing to do with the charm, then Qin had indeed done
something bad.

He needed to know what had happened before deciding whether or not to tell
the gang where Qin Feng was.

“Huh?It’s okay to tell you!My dad is a contractor, he worked here some time
ago, and I never thought that the surname Qin would betray his trust and
violate the contract, my dad brought someone to the theory in anger, but he
was injured and hospitalized, and last night he suddenly fell ill and died, do
you think this matter has anything to do with the surname Qin!”

The young man spoke with such exasperation that his eyes grew moist.

Haoden Ye’s mind sank at the news, this matter really had something to do
with the incantation.

In other words, the old man’s death had something to do with himself.

The person who cast the curse was actually such a bitter haha, Haoden Ye
could not have imagined it.



But to be honest, the spell was so harmful, mainly with the help of the earth’s
energy, but of course the power of the spell itself could not be ignored.

Take a closer look at this guy, he doesn’t seem to know he’s casting such a
powerful spell!

Looking around, Haoden Ye’s face grew heavy and lowered his voice to the
man, “This brother, your father’s death may have nothing to do with Mr.
Qin!”Saying that, he leaned in close to the man and whispered quickly,
“Maybe it has something to do with your father’s handiwork at this
construction site!”

The man froze slightly at his words, whirled around and thought of something,
and his face whooshed!

“You…you don’t say anything nonsense, my father didn’t tamper with anything
here!”In the end, he was a laborer, not good at hiding his heart, and Haoden
Ye could tell at a glance that there was something wrong with him.

“Brother, we don’t talk in secret, you know mentally what your father has done,
and if you don’t tell me soon, it might endanger your safety!”Haoden Ye spoke
in a low tone.

The man paled and fidgeted, “You… I… this has nothing to do with me!”

“If a brother trusts me, come in here and let’s talk alone, otherwise, let’s not
talk about anything!”After Haoden Ye said that, he intended to close the door.

The man got anxious and quickly gripped the door, “I’ll talk, I’ll talk…” and then
turned his head to the people behind him, “All go back first, I’ll talk to him!”

“Bull, just let your father’s death go!”

“You’ve got to make him pay for the damage he did to you!”



The crowd immediately raised an indignant voice!

Da Niu hurriedly said, “Uncle Three and Four, you can all go back first, I’ll take
care of this!”

When he did, the gang had to leave.

Entering the construction site, Haoden Ye found a place for the man to sit
down.

“Dude, tell me about this charm, I can see that you shouldn’t understand how
he works either!”Haoden Ye frowned.

“Okay, okay, my name is Zhang Daniu, I’m from Shangma Village, and my
father is the master of white affairs in several of our surrounding
villages!”Zhang Daniu’s tears fell when he mentioned his father.

“These days they all love foreign burial methods, and are less and less
particular about white things, and my father’s business is dwindling, which is
why he’s gathered all the young and old men of the village together to come to
the city to find a living!”
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“Who knows that the bully surnamed Qin has been competing with our
engineering team from the village next door, and he knows it!Thus deliberately
undercutting the price on the project!”

At this point, Zhang Daniu slapped his thigh, “My father also has a fiery
temper and would rather not earn any money, so he agreed to his price!”

When Haoden Ye heard this, his heart gradually swelled with apologies.



“You know what happened later, we got into a fight with their people, and the
one surnamed Qin even called the police, and my father used the spell on the
ancient tripod in a fit of anger!”Zhang Da Niu looked dejected.

“Wait, you mean the spell on top of the ancient tripod?Is that the curse you put
on this building?”Haoden Ye’s eyes lit up and hurriedly said.

“Isn’t that right!The spell on this one was there when my grandfather passed
down the tripod, and my father doesn’t know what the other spells are for, only
that this one is used to harm people!”Zhang Daniu stared at a pair of eyes and
said cautiously, “This big brother, is it true that you said this curse will harm
me?”

Looking at his simple and sincere eyes, Haoden Ye didn’t know if he should
tell him the truth.

Hesitantly, Haoden Ye said, “I was lying to you just now, your spell worked and
almost killed the Qin family, it was me who broke the spell and your father
died!”

At the words, Zhang Daniu’s face reddened and a stern color flashed in his
eyes.

“You hurt my dad, I’ll fight you for it!”Zhang Da Niu stood up and raised his fist
to hit Haoden Ye.

Haoden Ye certainly wasn’t as weak as he looked, but just extended his hand
and grasped Zhang Daniu’s fist.

“Ah!”Zhang Daniu saw the fist being held not to be shocked, his body was
famous for its shape, a fist force could beat a body like Haoden Ye half to
death!



“Brother Zhang hear me out!Your father’s curse is very powerful, not only to
harm the Qin family, but also the people near this construction site, if this
continues, the entire city of Dan is in danger!”Haoden Ye quickly explained.

Once Zhang Daniu heard his words, he was instantly fresh to follow.

He’s just a guy who came from a bitter background, and when he heard he
was going to get a lot of people killed, he also gave it a fright.

“You…you’re lying…if my dad was that good, he’d still be a little
foreman?”Zhang Daniu immediately raged.

“Brother Zhang, your father should not know the power of this evil spell, you
saw the thunder yesterday, that was the change in the sky caused by my
process of dispelling the evil spell!If I hadn’t untied it in time, I don’t know how
many people would have died!”Haoden Ye looked sincere.

Zhang Daniu was dumbfounded, on the one hand he was angry that Haoden
Ye had killed his father, and on the other hand he was frightened by Haoden
Ye’s words.

“Then…then my dad was right, too!”Zhang Daniu was simple and simple,
knowing that Haoden Ye resented him less out of frustration, and lowered his
head and held it and cried bitterly.

“I’m sorry for this matter, Brother Zhang, I’ll make it up to you, now please
hurry and take me to see that ding to prevent any more people from being
harmed!”Haoden Ye hurriedly said.

A single incantation on top of the tripod could be so powerful, and if this tripod
fell into the hands of someone unknown, the danger would be great.



“How many years has that tripod been in my family, if it harmed us, it would
have done so already!”Zhang Da Niu, still angry at Haoden Ye for killing his
father, snorted.

“You didn’t use a spell before, but now you may not!”Haoden Ye voiced his
concerns.

The magic spell on the tripod had been used, and there was no telling what
might happen.

“Okay, I’ll show you, but you’ll have to pay us for the work, we’re all bitter, and
we’ll make a little bitter money from one project, but now the bitterness is
gone!”Zhang Daniu hesitated for a bit, but finally decided to help Haoden Ye.

“That’s a good problem to have!”Smiling, Haoden Ye handed him a bank card
and smiled, “There’s two million in here, it’s for your project!”

Once he saw the money, Zhang Daniu looked a little better and snorted,
“Don’t think I’ll forgive you for this!”Finish putting away the bank card.

Open the door, those migrant workers are still waiting, the man from earlier
said, “Da Niu, what did he say to you, I tell you, if your old man’s revenge is
not avenged, I won’t recognize you as a nephew!”

“Second Uncle, just cut the crap!This is Boss Ye, surnamed Qin’s debt, he
said he took on it!”Zhang Da Niu pointed at Haoden Ye behind him.

From his tone, he seemed to be very grateful to Haoden Ye which was
completely different from the angry look he had just had inside.

I could tell that although this hanyou looked rough, he still had a very small
heart.



“Yes!How much did he pay for your father’s life?It’s not over without the two
hundred thousand!”The man snorted and glared at Haoden Ye.

“Boss Ye… Boss Ye gave me two million dollars as compensation for my
father and the wages he paid you all!”Zhang Da Niu scratched his head and
looked at Haoden Ye.

“Huh?Two million!”Hearing this, all the workers looked stunned.

Two million, that’s an astronomical amount for them!

Perhaps in the eyes of a rich young man like Zyden, two million was nothing
more than his pocket money for a few days, but to these people, it was money
that could never be earned in a lifetime.

The crowd, which was raging just now, was suddenly devoid of anger.

“Second Uncle, I don’t know anything about accounting, you divide the money
among us, my father’s compensation, the brothers decide, I’m too
embarrassed to just reach out and take it!”Zhang Da Niu handed the card to
Uncle Er.

“How’s that for fun!”Second Uncle became embarrassed looking, took the
money and had a look at the people beside him, before he said to Zhang
Daniu, “Don’t worry, we took the salary and costs, and the rest of the money is
compensation for you!”

Nodding, Zhang Daniu said to Haoden Ye, “Boss Ye, come with me to my
house!”

With a hmmm, Haoden Ye followed Zhang Da Niu and took a taxi to Zhang Da
Niu’s house.

“Thank you, Boss Ye, and come back to us if you have work in the future!”



“Boss Ye is such a nice guy!”

A burst of gratitude!

The village was in the urban area, but all the way from Dan City, Haoden Ye
could clear to see the disparity in economic development.

Many developed cities also have such places, which have no resources of
their own to develop, do not occupy the advantage of transportation, and are
very poor in land.

Although the developed cities are not far away, the living conditions here are
just very backward.

Even driving over here, the roads are very difficult.

So many of the men in the village went to the city to work and live as outsiders
less than fifty kilometers from their home town.

The car stopped at a house and Haoden Ye and Zhang Daniu got out of the
car.

The yard is a bit backward and the walls are still dirt.
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“Big Bull!What are you doing back here, where’s your dad?”

As the two men entered, a lady in the yard who washed her hair looked
surprised.

“My dad won’t be here for two more days, so I’ll be back to send you some
money!”Zhang Daniu rubbed his nose and moistened his eyes.



“Big Bull, how did you get two!”At this time, a little girl in her early twenties
came out of the house, and she was very pretty.

“Where’s the baby?”Zhang Daniu muffled back to her.

“Wa went to his aunt’s house, have you eaten yet, I’ll cook you dinner!”The girl
should be Zhang Daniu’s wife, immediately virtuous.

Before Zhang Da Niu replied, Zhang Da Niu had already dried her head and
swept her eyes over Haoden Ye, “Da Niu, who did you come back with?”

“This is Boss Ye, we just work for his construction site!He’s a big boss, Mom,
I’ll give you money to go to Third Sister-in-Law’s house and cut up some meat
for Ran to copy!”Zhang Da Niu pulled out the money and handed it to Zhang
Dame.

“Big Boss?”

The two women heard his words have a surprised look, big boss of course
they have seen, which one like Haoden Ye in plain clothes?

“Ah…I’ve got money here, so keep it and buy some good food in town!”Dame
Zhang realized that it was impolite to stare at people like that and hurriedly.

The girl who was called Xiaolan by Zhang Daniu also hurriedly went into the
house to get ready to go, sneaking a glance at Haoden Ye as she entered.

“Mr. Ye, I’m sorry, my home is not too good, just sit in the courtyard and let my
daughter-in-law clean up inside!”Zhang Daniu face stiffened politely.

Nodding lightly, Haoden Ye, however, did not sit down, but looked around the
house for a week.



“Boss Yeh found out that it’s not normal?”Zhang Daniu looked solemn and
tense at his appearance.

“Well, your house is now a dungeon bureau, trapping your family
inside!”Haoden Ye nodded lightly.

Zhang Daniu’s face turned pale as he stared at the dungeon bureau, “What’s
a dungeon bureau?Boss Ye and I will talk it over, okay?”

With a hmmm, Haoden Ye’s gaze fell on the walls of the house.

An ordinary house in the eyes of an ordinary person was now completely
different in Haoden Ye’s eyes.

Like the building he had just bought, the walls of this house were all covered
in charms, but unlike the evil spells on his own walls, this one was a little
smoother.

And all of these charms emitted a rusty red glow, forming a cage frame
around the house.

The house had formed a typical dungeon bureau based on some of the
knowledge he’d learned about charms from the koi fish.

“The so-called dungeon bureau is through feng shui… Of course, this situation
in your home is through a spell that creates a cage-like pattern in a specific
place, and anyone who stays inside will not be able to get out for various
reasons!”

Haoden Ye patiently explained to Zhang Daniu, “And if someone wants to go
out to the dungeon, they will also come back in a short period of time for
various reasons, and if they won’t come for a long time, they will die outside!”

Hearing Haoden Ye’s words, Zhang Daniu’s face changed with a whoosh.



“Ye…Boss Ye is saying that our family won’t be able to leave here?”

Zhang Daniu’s face was now ashen, and it was obvious that he was terrified.

“No wonder, last year I talked to my daughter-in-law about moving to the city
to work, but as soon as I went to the city I got cheated out of my rent!Also, at
the beginning of this year, I learned how to do transport from other men in the
village, and everyone else was fine, but I couldn’t do it for two days…”

Zhang Daniu seemed to recall a lot of things that had happened these days,
and the more he spoke, the worse his face looked.

“Well, it’s fortunate that you’re young and have a strong yang energy, the
incantation can’t affect you for now, or else in a while, maybe you too…
“Haoden Ye thought about the death of Zhang Da Niu’s father and felt a little
more comfortable mentally.

“Boss Ye, you’re going to have to long our family!”Zhang Daniu’s mental
resentment was gone, and he cried out to Haoden Ye.

“Well, first you have to tell me where that ding you were talking about
is!”Haoden Ye hurriedly said.

Zhang Daniu only looked a little better after hearing this and quickly pointed to
a place in the distance, “This is the thing!”

Haoden Ye followed his gaze and his face changed slightly.

There was a bucket of stone on the ground at the far end, and if you didn’t
look closely, you couldn’t see any ding at all.

The entire bucket was black in color and had a lot of water in it.



And the place where Mrs. Zhang washed her hair just now, was right here!

“I’m sorry, but we don’t have room in our house for a thing this big, so my
family uses this to wash their faces and hair, and I bathed in it when I was a
kid!”Zhang Da Niu scratched his head.

The ding was very large, with enough inside to bathe a child, and the shape of
the ding was not even noticeable.

“Even if you don’t know how powerful this thing is, you know it’s an ancient
object, how do you use it to wash your face?”Haoden Ye looked at Zhang Da
Niu in stunned silence.

“My great-grandfather said it was a tripod, but I’ve looked closely and it’s just a
big rock hollowed out, and if this thing is an antique, then all those rocks on
the mountain aren’t antiques, my family has been doing that for
generations!”Zhang Daniu did not look like he had done anything strange in
the slightest, but was instead taking it for granted.

With a bitter smile, Haoden Ye hurried over to the tripod.

Zhang Daniu also came over, he went around the back of the tripod and
pulled down a small wooden cork, soon the water inside the tripod was
drained clean.

The water was all squared and dried, and the full view of the tripod was shown
before Haoden Ye’s eyes.

Overall, it does look like a stone with a smooth surface moistened with water.

And there are still many dents in many places, and if you look closely, you can
see a single rune.

Haoden Ye lowered his head and stroked one of the talismans.



“Boss Ye don’t touch!”Zhang Daniu hurried as soon as Haoden Ye made his
move.

Haoden Ye was mentally shocked, thinking that he had run into something
unimaginable.

But I heard Zhang Daniu look embarrassed, “It’s dirty, don’t get your hands
dirty!”

Only then did Haoden Ye suddenly come to his senses and mentally laughed
bitterly before he said to Zhang Daniu, “Brother Daniu, what did your family
ancestors do, how did you get this?”

“Ancestors?”Zhang Daniu scratched his head, “Our ancestors all farmed, and
this thing was also dug down from the mountains by Great Grandfather’s
father, back in the Qing Dynasty!”

Zhang Daniu thought for a moment, before saying, “I heard my father say that
when my great grandfather was young, a Taoist priest passed by and said that
this tripod was extraordinary and that evil spell, telling us not to draw
randomly!”

Hearing this, Haoden Ye finally understood the tripod in general.

“What’s going on with this tripod, and why are there strange symbols?”Haoden
Ye wondered in his heart.
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“Shen Nong Tripod, the thing that the God of Medicine refines medicine, all
generations of cultivators have engraved their own symbols on it, the tripod
itself can gather herbs to purify and refine their medicinal properties!”



Haoden Ye just had this doubt, and the voice of the koi fish sounded in his
head.

“Shen Nong Ding!”Haoden Ye’s face changed with a whoosh.

This is the stuff that the Shen Nong Da Shen concocted?

Thinking of this, Haoden Ye’s heart rejoiced, he was about to find a pill
furnace for refining herbs!

No wonder this thing looks like a rock, it’s not like this thing is a rock!

During the Shennong period, the ancients liked to use stones to make
household utensils, perhaps Shennong found this stone unusual and used it
to make medicine.

But how do you make medicine from this stone?The least amount of heating
is a problem, knowing that alchemy requires a very large fire.

We can’t let him burn firewood against a rock, what if it burns?

Haoden Ye was just having doubts when the voice of the koi fish in his mind
sounded again: “Divine Farmer Tripod refining doesn’t require heating, just put
the herbs in and then silently recite the refining process!”

“It’s amazing!”Haoden Ye’s heart was once again surprised.

Alchemy required heating, but this Shen Nong Tripod didn’t require heating,
and even the refining process was eliminated, so wouldn’t an ordinary person
be able to refine very good herbs?

Since there is no need to master a specific fire or refining method, even an
ordinary person can easily make pills.



“No, while the Divine Farmer Tripod can simplify the refining method, it’s not a
one-step alchemy, but many intermediate processes need to be
manipulated!”The koi fish immediately began to remind.

Haoden Ye understood that the process of refining pills was very tedious, the
more medicinal the pills were, the more tedious the process was, and this
process Shen Nong Ding could not completely replace people.

But spare me, Haoden Ye was very mentally satisfied.

“Brother Zhang, I can help you break the talisman in your home, but you have
to sell me this tripod!”Haoden Ye suppressed the excitement in his heart.

“Huh?You want to buy this?”Zhang Daniu scratched his head and thought,
“How much did Boss Ye pay us?”

Now that Haoden Ye basically had no money in his hands, the project needed
to continue.

And the money he uniformed to Zhang Da Niu and the others for the project
was given in accordance with their complete renovation of the building, and to
continue the renovation, a large number of former.

With careful planning, he had no money left in his hands and had to come up
with some money from inside the pharmacy.

“This…or I’ll give you this number!”Haoden Ye extended five fingers: “Five
hundred…”

He hadn’t finished, Zhang Daniu’s eyelids a bit, he shook his head repeatedly
and said, “No, five hundred is too little, how can you give two thousand, you
give two thousand five, I’ll help you transport it over!”



“Er… “Haoden Ye grew his mouth and swallowed the last word “ten thousand”
that was about to come out, coughing, “How about this, I’ll give youFifty
thousand and give you back a decent job, okay?”

As soon as Zhang Daniu heard that Haoden Ye had raised the price himself,
he was about to jump with joy and quickly nodded, “Okay, it’s 50,000!”

“Now please let the family out, I’m going to cast a spell to break the spell
here!”Haoden Ye said to Zhang Daniu.

Nodding his head, Zhang Daniu hurried to serve his daughter-in-law.

His daughter-in-law was supposed to be in the house changing clothes, which
were still disheveled when she came out, and Zhang Daniu’s mother hadn’t
come back, so she didn’t need to call out to him.

The two couples went out the door and watched Haoden Ye as they stood in
the doorway.

“Da Niu, isn’t that Boss Ye the big boss in town?How can you even make a
law?”Xiao Lan was an authentic rural girl, beautiful looking and honest,
watching Haoden Ye break the spell from afar and not daring to speak out
loud.

“You don’t know shit about men, that’s what’s awesome, how else can you be
a big boss in the city if you know something that the people won’t?”Zhang
Daniu snorted, looking like he had seen the world.

“So if we learn how to do this is it possible to be a big boss too?”Xiao Lan’s
eyes lit up at this, never wanting to take her eyes off Haoden Ye again.

“Of course it is, Boss Ye even said to teach me, I want to be a big boss in the
city in the future too!”Zhang Daniu thought about Haoden Ye wanting to give
him a job and was proud of himself.



Ran listened and immediately began to see stars in her eyes as she looked at
her husband adoringly.

She wasn’t a bit insightful and knew that most of what Zhang Daniu said was
a lie.

But women always like men to be more powerful and capable than they are,
and she likes to indulge in this little fantasy.

Inside the courtyard, Haoden Ye held his breath and began to urge the Great
Pure Heaven Mantra.

As the spell was cast, the air around them changed, and the slightest sound of
wind was heard.

He couldn’t see, and Zhang Daniu and Lan outside could see clearly that a
small whirlwind had formed around Haoden Ye’s body.

It wasn’t very big, just a small current of air to the average person, but the
sight was still amazing.

“Ah!Big Bull, I’m afraid!”Ran took a step back and shrank into Zhang Daniu’s
arms.

Zhang Daniu was also afraid, but the thought of not showing his cowardice in
front of his daughter-in-law again he didn’t dare to take a step back.

Whooshing, even the fluttering of the leaves seemed to be regular, moving
around Haoden Ye scattered like a dance.

The air was as if a strange sound had been made.



“Huh?No holocaust this time!”Haoden Ye lifted his head and opened his eyes
to look at the sky.

It was clear and there was no sign of cloudy skies at all.

And as his spell drove, the runes on the walls of the house faded away.

“It looks so easy!”Haoden Ye relaxed physically and mentally and continued to
silently recite the spell.

Boom!Suddenly, there was a roar in Haoden Ye’s head.

And his head felt like it was going to explode, incredibly painful.

Meanwhile, the courtyard, which had been peaceful, changed.

A looming blackness drifted through the courtyard, and the air around it
seemed to freeze.

“What’s going on!”Ran paled as well, staring at everything around him with
wide eyes.

Now Zhang Daniu was also afraid, and his body began to shake at the sight,
but he held strong to maintain his composure, “No… it’s fine, Boss Ye is
awesome, it will be fine!”

As soon as he finished speaking, something weird happened and the yard
rang with a cold sound like someone talking or singing.

“So that’s it, there’s more than just a talisman here!”

Inside the courtyard, Haoden Ye clenched his teeth tightly, walking on severe
pain.



And at this point, he figures out what the hell is going on!

There isn’t just a dungeon bureau here, there’s a town spirit bureau!

The guy who went down to the dungeon bureau and tried to suppress a
certain thing.

And these two incantations were obviously laid by that priest back then to
keep the underground things from coming out.

But where did the underground stuff come from?

Is it related to this tripod?
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And what had been suppressed under the ground was a very strong fury.

“No wonder there aren’t any heavenly tribulations, that should be a heavenly
tribulation in itself!”

Haoden Ye knew that if he couldn’t suppress the fury in time and it rushed out,
he would surely die.

“The Great Pure Sky Mantra!”Haoden Ye roared and fought with all his might
against the pain.

A golden light gradually emitted from around his body until the entire courtyard
was enveloped in golden light.

Outside the courtyard, Zhang Daniu and his wife couldn’t see Haoden Ye’s
current situation, but they could clearly see the golden light.



Boom!There was a roaring sound in his head, and as far as Haoden Ye could
see, black fury surged out of the ground and slowly drifted over to the
Shennong Tripod.

Apparently, this fury had been parasitic on the Shennong Tripod until that
priest cast two spells!

“Remove all evil spirits and purify the heavens and the earth!”Haoden Ye
shouted again.

The radiance of the Great Pure Heaven Mantra enveloped the blackness, and
the blackness seemed to try to dodge it, but the Pure Heaven Mantra was so
powerful that it quickly dissolved the blackness!

The pain gradually disappeared, and the golden light on Haoden Ye’s body
dissipated.

I don’t know how long passed, but the wind was calm.

And the Shennong Tripod, which was black a moment ago, was now glowing
with a layer of crystal light!

Taking a deep breath, Haoden Ye stopped silently reciting the Great Pure
Heaven Mantra.

Looking inside the Dantian, there was another red bubble in there, while the
other colors had disappeared.

Casting such a powerful spell should probably have consumed all his bubbles
just now, only to have a few more bubbles based on his virtues!

Seeing that there was no sound in the courtyard, Zhang Daniu hurriedly ran to
the courtyard.



If this situation continues, he’s going to call the police.

“Boss Ye?”As soon as Zhang Daniu entered the door, he ran over to Haoden
Ye.

Inside the courtyard, Haoden Ye stood alone, and the land beneath his feet
actually turned black, as if it was scorched.

And he’s got white smoke coming out of him!

“Boss Ye, why are you burning!”Zhang Daniu looked surprised when he saw
Haoden Ye’s appearance.

At this time, Haoden Ye seemed to have undergone an unusually violent
exercise and was sweating profusely.

After the pain in his body disappeared, he was a little weak.

Sucking in another breath, Haoden Ye turned his head and smiled slightly at
Zhang Daniu, “I’m fine, I’ll be fine if I take a break!”

Helping Haoden Ye to sit down on the stone bench, Zhang Daniu looked at
Shen Nong Ding.

At this time, the Shen Nong Ding didn’t look much different from before, but for
some reason, he liked looking at the Shen Nong Ding even more.

Now Zhang Daniu somewhat regretted selling it for 50,000 yuan, yet when
you think about it, if it wasn’t for Haoden Ye, it would be useless to put the
Shen Nong Ding in your hands.

After taking a break, Haoden Ye finally regained his strength, “Brother Zhang,
I’ll have someone bring the stuff back right away, you come to my pharmacy



tomorrow and I’ll arrange a job for you!You’ll be working with me from now
on!”

“Boss Ye is saying that there are no restrictions on our family ever wanting to
leave here again?”Zhang Da Niu scratched his head.

Nodding lightly, Haoden Ye smiled at him and was about to say something
when his face suddenly changed.

Beneath the Shen Nong Tripod, a black Qi suddenly floated out and came at
Zhang Da Niu.

Haoden Ye’s face turned pale, if this black Qi infected Zhang Daniu, he would
definitely suffer bad luck!

He quickly backed away from Zhang Da Niu, trying to make him dodge,
however it was already too late, the blackness quickly entangled Zhang Da
Niu.

“Boss Ye, what are you hitting me for!”Zhang Daniu sat down on the ground
with his face changed dramatically.

Hearing his voice, Ran also came in from outside and said in panic, “What’s
happening!”

And now she had blackness on her forehead.

Haoden Ye had an ominous feeling in his psyche, it was obvious that Zhang
Daniu’s bad luck would affect his family.

“Boss Ye, why are you looking at me like that!”Zhang Daniu saw Haoden Ye
staring at him without a second thought, mentally getting hairy.



“I’m sorry Brother Zhang, I missed some when I cast the spell earlier, and now
you’ve been infected with bad luck!”Haoden Ye’s face was apologetic.

“Huh?”Zhang Daniu’s face went white with fear as he crawled up from the
ground and cried out, “What can we do!Am I going to die!”

Gently shaking his head, Haoden Ye comforted, “Don’t worry, death is not a
problem, but there will definitely be a little accident!”

Hearing Haoden Ye’s words, Zhang Daniu was relieved, as long as he didn’t
die, something was nothing if something happened.

Yang Tian played a haha, Zhang Daniu didn’t care, “It’s fine, it’s just bad luck,
I’m poor like this, what else is there to be unlucky about?”

Seeing his unconcerned look, Haoden Ye mentally smiled bitterly, perhaps for
this rough man, the heavens were no matter.

Returning to his seat, Zhang Daniu pulled his daughter-in-law to sit down as
well, smiling hehehe, “Boss Ye, when I go to the city, can I bring my
daughter-in-law with me!”

Haoden Ye nodded lightly, he was about to open his mouth when suddenly the
sound of hurried footsteps sounded.

“Bull, it’s bad, something’s happened to your mother!”A man panicked and
rushed into the doorway.

“Second Aunt!”Zhang Daniu stood up as soon as he heard mischief and
quickly ran to him, “What the hell is going on!”

“Your mom came back from the grocery store and crashed with a car on the
way!”The second aunt dragged Zhang Daniu outside, anxious as she did so.



Upon hearing that, Haoden Ye and Zhang Daniu subconsciously looked at
each other.

“That’s too accurate!”Zhang Daniu shouted in fear to his second aunt, “How is
my mother now?”

“You guys hurt your legs and can’t get up from lying on the ground, no big
deal, but the car he hit was so valuable that the driver pulled your mom to
make it pay!”

I heard that in his mother is fine, Zhang Daniu relieved, and I heard that the
driver also wants his mother to pay, Zhang Daniu immediately became furious,
picked up the yard hoe and went out, mouth angry: “Want us to pay, when we
are easy to bully?”.

When Lan saw his menacing appearance, her frightened face went white and
she hurried forward to pull Zhang Daniu, “Brother Daniu, calm down, it’s good
that our mother is fine, don’t make people angry!”

Zhang Daniu shrugged off his daughter-in-law with force and rage, “My mother
is not your mother, right?She got hit by a car and you’re still facing people?”

Ran was so angry and anxious that she burst into tears.

Zhang Daniu walked out again, and a shadow of a man pawned him.

“Brother Zhang, aren’t you forgetting that the matter of doom should be
precisely on this matter?If you continue to be impulsive, the biggest possibility
is that you’ll get into a fight with someone and expand the situation!”Haoden
Ye pulled Zhang Da Niu.

Once he spoke, Zhang Daniu calmed down.



It’s not bad when you think about it, isn’t that what Haoden Ye said about bad
luck?

He almost made himself make a big mistake just now because of his
impulsiveness, thinking of this, he was mentally ashamed, if it wasn’t for
Haoden Ye, his doom would have come.

Chapter 295
“Boss Ye, what do you say to do I’ll listen to you!”Zhang Da Niu was busy.

“Go ahead and check it out!”Haoden Ye said something to Zhang Daniu and
asked his second aunt to bring some people over.

A few people made their way to the village entrance, but they saw that there
were already a lot of people there.

The road is tarmac, but the road is crushed and very difficult for cars to drive
on.

Just outside of the crowd, I heard a squeaky voice inside, “Old man!It’s no use
crying, you must pay me today or I’ll have you thrown in jail!”

The next thing I know is that Mrs. Zhang’s weeping voice said, “Lady, I really
didn’t mean it, your car opened the door fast, I panicked and didn’t know what
to do.”

As soon as Zhang Daniu heard that his mother had been wronged, he
immediately opened the crowd and rushed in, but it was only because Haoden
Ye was holding him behind him that he didn’t let him impulsively strike.

There was a red Ferrari parked in the middle of the crowd, looking very
luxurious, and there were two people standing next to the car, a girl in her
early twenties with beautiful pearly whites.



The other was a middle-aged man in his early thirties, obese and dressed in a
luxurious suit.

And Mrs. Zhang was lying in front of the car, a tricycle beside her on the
crooked side of the road, with some vegetables strewn on the ground.

“What are you doing!”Zhang Daniu couldn’t bear to see his mother suffer, so
he even ran to Zhang Da Niang to help her up.

“Here comes another poor man!This old woman is your mother, isn’t she, she
hit my car, pay for it!”The woman held her arms and looked at Zhang Daniu
with a scowl on her face.

“My mom even gave you a bump, and you’re not paying for it?It’s a human
life!”Zhang Daniu was furious, stalking his neck, and if it wasn’t for Haoden Ye
who had just persuaded him, he would have done it.

“Bah, stinking poor man, how dare you make me pay for it, do you know who I
am?”The man snorted as if he didn’t see Zhang Daniu in full fury: “Are you
very strong?I’ve got a whole bunch of guys like you who are bitter, it’s no use
having a lot of strength these days!”

“Zhang, why are you talking nonsense with them, call the police!”The woman
snorted, “Aren’t you familiar with Bureau Wu?”

The villagers were shocked to hear that he was involved with the police
department.

Villagers in such small places are still backward in their thinking and are most
afraid of the police.

Even Zhang Daniu had a slightly fearful look on his face, but he just stalked
out, “Is it great to know the director?”



Brother Zhang laughed and walked up to Zhang Daniu with a big belly, looking
at him with slanted eyes, “Poor sour, I’ll teach you a good boy today, I don’t
just know the director, I also have money!”

The gap between the two men was so large that Zhang Da Niu could probably
knock him out with a fist.

But now Zhang Da Niu was gasping for breath, but he didn’t dare to touch
him.

When Haoden Ye saw this, he also couldn’t watch it any longer, and stepped
forward: “This Brother Zhang, even if you know Wu Bureau, you should also
put the law, your motorized vehicle hit someone’s non-motorized vehicle,
according to the law…”

Before he finished speaking, Zhang had already turned his head, swept him
up and down, and said impatiently, “Where’s the dog thing, talking law with
me, you’re also worthy!”

“Please speak kindly!”Haoden Ye frowned.

“Polite?”Brother Zhang smiled, pulled out a wad of bills from the car and
slapped them in his hand, “I have something, so I don’t have to be polite to
you!”

“You’re too much of a bully!”Zhang Daniu’s angry face was red.

“Hey!You’re not human in my eyes!”Brother Zhang smiled and looked proud of
himself, “My car is over four million, and now that you’ve wrecked it, you’re not
allowed to leave without two hundred thousand!”

“Boss Zhang, it’s all my fault, can’t I just kneel down for you?”Auntie Zhang on
the ground, when she heard the figure of 200,000, struggled in fright and tried
to kneel down to apologize.



But she got excited and pulled on Zhang’s pant leg.

“Get out of here, you’re dirtying my pants!”Brother Zhang kicked Dame
Zhang’s shoulder without saying a word.

“Old thing, my brother Zhang’s pants can be hundreds!”The woman was
immediately upset.

“I’ll fight you!”When Zhang Daniu saw that his mother was being beaten, he
immediately shivered with anger and raised his fist to strike.

However, he had just raised his fist when his hand was pulled by someone,
and when he turned his head, it was Haoden Ye.

“Boss Ye, don’t hold me back, I’m going to fight him!”Zhang Da Niu panted.

“Hit me?If you dare lay a finger on me today, I’ll sue you until you lose
everything!”Snorting coldly, Zhang was not afraid in the slightest.

Seeing his arrogant appearance, the villagers were very angry, but no one
dared to speak up for Zhang Da Niu.

It’s the world of money now, how dare they fight the rich?

“Brother Zhang, I’ll pay you for this!”Haoden Ye pulled away from Zhang Daniu
and walked up to Brother Zhang and smiled, “You said your car is four million,
okay, how about I accompany you for five million?”

When Brother Zhang heard him say that, his eyes flashed with contempt and
he snorted, “Hmph, what are you pretending, do you have that much money?”



“I didn’t, my friend did!”Haoden Ye pulled out his phone and dialed Simen’s
number, speaking into the phone, “Simen, are you free now?Lend me five
million, I need it urgently!”

Once he heard Haoden Ye call that man Simen, Zhang’s brows furrowed, he
thought of a Simen, but he didn’t believe that Haoden Ye knew this Simen.

On the other end of the phone, Simen listened to Haoden Ye’s words and
lazily said, “Brother Ye, not that I’m talking about you, this kind of trivial matter
can be found in Fiddler, I went to the movies with Xiao Jun last night, and now
I’m very sleepy, I’m not going to talk to you, I have to get some sleep!”

Haoden Ye had no choice but to make a phone call to Liu Fei Leng.

Hanging up the phone, Haoden Ye smiled at Brother Zhang, “Is it convenient
to tell me your account number?I’ll call you right away!”

“Tell it like it is!”Zhang smiled coldly and said an account number with a scowl.

Soon, Haoden Ye bar account number to Liu Fei Leng sent over.

Less than a minute later, Zhang’s arms and legs want to, he pulls out his
phone to see that he’s got $5 million in the bank!

“You…you’re telling the truth!”Chang looked at the phone in surprise.

“Oh, Zhang, here’s your money, I guess this car is mine!”Haoden Ye smiled at
Brother Zhang.

“Huh?Bastard, you’re tough, five million for a used car!”Zhang was mentally
upset and took advantage of his mouth.



“There’s no need for Zhang to worry about that!”Haoden Ye smiled slightly and
whirled around to Zhang Daniu, “Brother Daniu, this car hit auntie, I’ll take
revenge on you, now this car is at your disposal to smash!”

Everyone was dumbfounded when they heard Haoden Ye’s words!

How can you just smash a car?

Brother Zhang was also directly stunned when he heard this, that is, with his
financial resources, such a car was also praised for a lot of money to buy!

“Boy, are you crazy!”Zhang snorted, “Are you hitting me in the face?”

Chapter 296
“I asked you if the car had been sold to me!”Haoden Ye was in no hurry and
very leisurely.

Zhang looked breathless, his face both annoyed and embarrassed.

“If it’s sold to me, I have the right to smash it!”With a cold smile, Haoden Ye
turned his head to the villagers behind him and said, “Villagers, this car can be
smashed at will, and you guys don’t have to be responsible if it’s smashed!”

When the villagers heard this, they all had a look of reluctance on their faces,
after all, this car is worth a lot of money.

Zhang Daniu knew that Haoden Ye was giving himself a hard time and was
very touched.

However let him smash this car, he still couldn’t let go, and quickly said, “Boss
Ye, I’m not angry, you can’t smash the car you bought so easily.”



Turning his head, Haoden Ye shook his head at Zhang Daniu, “Brother Zhang,
I didn’t let you guys smash the car because I was angry!I’m not used to some
people feeling great just because they have a little money, and I don’t want
you to lose your dignity just because of it!”

Haoden Ye swept his gaze over the villagers and his voice rose, “Some
people have two stinking dollars and think they’re great and don’t treat us rural
people like human beings, today we’ll show him that even though we don’t
have money, we don’t treat the rich as our ancestors and don’t steam
steamed buns to compete for breath!”

The villagers listened to him with a look of excitement on their faces.

Haoden Ye’s words were considered to have spoken to their hearts.

Almost every single one of them had been looked down upon in the city, so as
soon as they heard Haoden Ye’s words, they immediately resonated.

“Smash!Smash the fuck up!”Some people started to blush and shout loudly.

“Yeah, how many times in a lifetime do you get to smash a Ferrari!I haven’t
even seen it a few times, now smash it!”Someone started responding.

When Brother Zhang saw that the villagers dared to smash his car, his face
became fierce and shouted, “A bunch of poor people, I’ll see who dares to
smash my car!”

“Hehe, is Zhang’s memory bad or is he simply retarded, I’ve already bought
the car!”Haoden Ye smiled coldly.

“Boy, you’re tough enough!”Brother Zhang’s eyes narrowed, and the
dangerous light inside flickered, “Spending five million just to vent your anger,
but if you want to embarrass me, I won’t spare you!”



“Ah!I forgot!”Haoden Ye raised his hand and slapped his forehead, “I forgot,
you still know Bureau Wu!It just so happens that I also know Bureau Wu!”

Zhang’s face whooshed at the news, but he quickly regained a sneer on his
face and said, “You?Do you know Mr. Wu?Haha, that’s ridiculous!”

“Well then, let’s see who Bureau Wu is helping, can you tell me the name,
please?”Haoden Ye sneered at Brother Zhang.

“Zhang You!”Brother Zhang sneered, clearly not believing Haoden Ye at all.

Haoden Ye pulled out his phone and just wanted to call Wu, suddenly thinking
that Wu might not be willing to help now.

I don’t know if the effects of his last incident with the Lin family are still there,
but if Wu doesn’t help, it’ll be embarrassing.

After thinking for a while, Haoden Ye suddenly thought of the Zheng family.

The number Zheng had given him was still there, and I wondered if he would
be afraid of the Lin family if he asked him for help.

But now was not the time to speculate carefully, Haoden Ye immediately
dialed Zheng Lao’s number.

“Yeh?Oh, I can’t believe you still remember me, a bad old man!”Old Zheng’s
voice seemed very happy and didn’t alienate Haoden Ye because of the Lin
family.

“Zheng, there’s something that troubles you…”



It’s much more convenient to go directly to Mayor Zheng, perhaps he’ll be
jealous of the Lin family, or be inconvenienced by his position to help, while it’s
much more convenient to find Zheng Lao.

Why wouldn’t the father of Mr. Zheng’s teacher, Mayor Zhang, let him help?

After hearing Haoden Ye’s words, Zheng smiled and said, “Oh, Xiao Ye don’t
worry, I’ll ask about this matter for you, if there really is someone in the police
station who is showing favoritism, I’ll let Xiao Zheng handle it!”

Hanging up the phone, Haoden Ye smiled and said, “Brother Zhang, I believe
that Bureau Wu will contact you later!”

“Well, blow it like it’s real!”When Zhang didn’t say anything, the woman
smirked.

What she said was also what everyone wanted to say, because no one
believed that Haoden Ye really knew Bureau Wu!

With a slight smile, Haoden Ye didn’t refute.

Less than two minutes later, Zhang You’s phone suddenly rang.

Everyone paled when they heard the voice, even Zhang You’s face instantly
paled.

He never dreamed that someone so poorly dressed as Haoden Ye actually
knew Bureau Wu.

When the call came through, Zhang You was still holding out a little hope,
“Bureau Wu, you’re looking for me for something!”



“Zhang is a bit knowing,” Wu Bureau’s voice sounded unhappy, “I only agreed
to have dinner with you because you’re the son of my wife’s old classmate,
and it’s not as if we’re very familiar with each other.”

“Bureau Wu, where are you talking from, your wife and I but… “Zhang You
was anxious.

He never would have thought that this relationship, which had just been trayed
up to Wu Bureau, would be scrapped by Haoden Ye in a few words.

“Mr. Zhang Qianwan don’t mention my wife, I’ll take it that she doesn’t have
your father as a classmate, we’d better not walk around in the future.”Bureau
Wu hung up the phone without saying a word.

Zhang You’s expression was stunned, and he put down his phone woodenly,
countless scenes of his own old man’s anger floating in his mind.

I didn’t like him very much in the first place, but if I broke off his relationship
with the Wu Bureau, I’d kill myself, wouldn’t I?

Everyone around him couldn’t help but see the startled look on his face when
they saw him.

And the woman who was unstoppable a moment ago was now pale.

“Chang, you’re not going to stop me from smashing my own car
again!”Haoden Ye slowly narrowed his eyes and spoke in a calm tone.

Brother Zhang woke up with a start, and a resentful light appeared in his eyes
as he looked at Haoden Ye viciously, “Bastard, if you dare to harm me, I’m not
done with you!”

With a sneer in his heart, Haoden Ye simply ignored him and said to the
villagers, “Villagers, smash!”



Those villagers were already extremely angry, and immediately jumped on the
Ferrari when they heard this.

There was a clank and a smash of cars.

Zhang You watched as his beloved car was smashed into a mess, not daring
to let out a single fart.

“Chang!”The woman cried and walked up to Zhang You, looking very
distressed.

With a slap, Brother Zhang threw his hand in the air and raged, “Stinky bitch,
she’ll get into trouble with me!”

After saying that, Zhang You turned around to leave.

“Slow down!”He had just taken two steps when Haoden Ye’s voice rang out
behind him.

“What?What do you want!”Zhang You’s eyes were grudging and looked at
Haoden Ye viciously.

“What about the fact that you settled the matter of your car and my friend’s
mother was hit by you?”Haoden Ye swapped narrowed his eyes and snorted.

Zhang You looked slightly choked, it was because he wanted to calm Haoden
Ye down that he had just moved out of the Wu Bureau and ended up breaking
his family’s relationship with the Wu Bureau.

Chapter 297
“Kid, don’t be too bullying, thinking that I can’t deal with you without the Wu
Bureau?”Zhang You’s eyes looked at Haoden Ye sharply.



“Of course not!”Haoden Ye slowly shook his head, his face solemn, “What I
want is a fair, it has nothing to do with whether you recognize Wu Bureau or
not, today even if you still have a bigger backstage, I still want a fair solution,
you hit someone, you should apologize and pay compensation by the way,
otherwise… Humph!”

“Hey, what?You still want to hit me?”Shrugging his shoulders, Zhang You
turned around with a scowl on his face, “Have the guts to hit me, huh?Without
Bureau Wu, I’ll let you go to jail just the same, and I can afford a lawyer!”

Hearing his words, Haoden Ye slowly shook his head.

Is it so hard for them rich people to just say sorry?

“Now that you mention it, I’ll take it easy on you!”Haoden Ye shook his head
and sighed, turning to Zhang Daniu, “Brother Zhang, if you want to beat him
now, I don’t care, and the villagers can also beat him, the law is not to blame,
can the police arrest you all?”

The villagers are afraid of Zhang You mainly because he has Wu Bureau as a
backstage, and now that Wu Bureau doesn’t back him up, the villagers’
courage is also gone.

Adding Haoden Ye’s words, the villagers who were smashing the car got
excited and swung a stick at Zhang You.

“You poor bastards, how dare you attack me!”Zhang You never dreamed that
the poor guy he normally despised would dare to beat himself up and shivered
with anger.

However, his talking was basically useless, there was the first one to do it,
then the second, then the third and fourth….



“Stop it, you stinking poor bastards, I’ll call the police if you keep hitting
me!”The woman was crying in fear, but didn’t dare approach the crowd.

Zhang inside was screaming even more!

Now he finally knew how to plead, “I was wrong, don’t fight, don’t fight!”

“Now that you know it’s wrong, why didn’t I see you begging for mercy when
you hit my mom earlier?”Zhang Daniu hit him the hardest, and Zhang You’s
nose was crooked and his eye was red and swollen.

“Oh Bull, that’s enough, but don’t break anyone!”When Zhang Da Niu saw
this, she hurriedly held Zhang Da Niu back.

“Okay, okay, that’s it folks, just teach him a lesson!”Haoden Ye saw Aunt
Zhang pleading for mercy, which was why he spoke loudly to the folks.

The villagers had now vented almost as much as they could, and had closed
up and retreated.

“Honey!”That’s when the woman dared to fall over the man and struggle to try
to pull him up.

At this time, Zhang You’s nose was crooked and his face slanted, not to
mention how ugly he looked.

“The car is broken, but it’s still drivable, so let’s just pay your medical bills,
now take your broken car and get out of my sight!”Haoden Ye looked stern to
Zhang Youdao.

How dare Zhang You fart a single fart, without saying a word, he got into the
car, started it and ran away without a life.



Looking at the distant car, Haoden Ye had a smooth feeling in his heart.

He had never dared to vent like this before, and his character was growing
more and more cowardly.

This outburst has opened up his personality as well.

“Boss Ye, thank you so much!”Zhang Da Niu held his mother, his face moving
to Haoden Ye.

“OK!”Haoden Ye patted him on the shoulder and smiled, “Today is an
exception, that Brother Zhang I looked angry too, so let you do it, no random
fighting with anyone from now on without my say-so!”

He sounded less like a boss admonishing his staff and more like a big brother
reprimanding his little brother.

However, Zhang Daniu didn’t get angry at all when he heard it, but instead
nodded his head in conviction.

Aunt Zhang was happy from the bottom of her heart when she saw Haoden
Ye exhorting her son and him being so obedient.

Haoden Ye this is clearly treating his son as one of his own, and he doesn’t
have to worry about him every day.

“Folks, let’s all disperse!If we meet rich people in the future, we can be stoic,
but our backs must be strong!”Haoden Ye spoke loudly to the villagers.

“Don’t worry Boss Ye, I used to think they were amazing when I saw them
driving Ferraris, but now I feel nothing!”



“Yeah, it’s just a big pile of tin, looks like we used to think too highly of rich
people!”

Apparently, it wasn’t just Haoden Ye who changed perceptions.

There are times when smashing a multi-million dollar car may also completely
change a person’s mind.

Soon the villagers dispersed, and Haoden Ye went home with Zhang Daniu
and the others.

Back at home, Haoden Ye proposed his idea of taking Zhang Da Niu into the
city, and Zhang Da Niu was naturally full of agreement.

Haoden Ye also offered to take Mrs. Zhang to the city, but Mrs. Zhang was
dead set against it.

“That won’t do, Da Niu and I have gone to the city, who stays at home to take
care of mother, father is gone, how hard it would be for Da Niu to be alone
without his mother!”Sister-in-law Chang.

“Lan, why are you worried about Mother, she’s tough as nails.”Zhang Da
Niang hurriedly shook her head: “You young people are having a good time,
mother psychological comfort, and besides, isn’t there a second aunt’s family!”

Mrs. Zhang still shook her head when she heard this, and finally Mrs. Zhang
had no choice but to say, “If you don’t go with Darnu, do you not want to have
a son with our old Zhang family?You’ve been married to Bully for years and
you’ve only had two daughters, isn’t that going to ruin our family?If you care
for your mother, have a son as soon as possible!”

Sister-in-law Zhang blushed when she heard this and finally had to nod her
head.



It was agreed that Haoden Ye would leave a sum of money for their family and
take Zhang Daniu back to the city.

“Boss Ye, is this your store?”In front of the pharmacy, Zhang Daniu watched in
stunned silence.

Phoenix Street is not an affluent street to begin with, the road is suburban at
one end and an old business district at the other, and the houses along the
road are somewhat dated.

Although Haoden Ye’s spot was renovated, it was still a bit old and the store
was small.

Zhang Daniu really does not believe, can one breath out five million to buy a
car smashed Haoden Ye, the store is so small.

Listening to him, Haoden Ye was sorry, he really couldn’t get his hands on this
store.

Ran pulled at Zhang Daniu’s clothes and whispered, “How do you talk!Where
is this store small!”

Zhang Daniu just woke up to the wrong words and scratched his head in
embarrassment.

Haoden Ye smiled slightly to show that he wasn’t angry and brought the two
people into the store.

“Little cheerful, how much money is left in the store, I’ll take some money to
pay back Hon!”As soon as he entered the door, Haoden Ye called out for little
cheerfulness.

She is now in charge of the pharmacy’s finances, including the dividends from
the Spiritual Medicine Hall.



“Not much, the store bought 170,000 yesterday and only 120,000 today!The
dividends from the Spiritual Medicine Hall side are quite large, but your supply
to the others is too small, and you’ve only shared a million!”Xiao cheerfully
comes out and is stunned when she sees Zhang Daniu and his wife.

“One day… one day sells over a hundred thousand!”Zhang Daniu’s jaw was
about to drop when he heard this.

Chapter 298
“What?Strange?”Lin Xiang saw his surprise and wrinkled his nose in
displeasure, “The highest we sell in this store is 300,000 a day!”

“Ah!”Zhang Daniu covered his mouth in surprise and swept his gaze over the
store again, clearly shocked by such a high price.

“Boss, you’re selling cannons, aren’t you!”Zhang Da Niu stared at Haoden Ye.

Inside his understanding, the one who earns more than a hundred thousand a
day is also selling cannons.

Hearing this, both Lin Xiang and Haoden Ye couldn’t help but laugh.

“Pharmacies sell cannons?What do you think!”Lin Xiang glared at Zhang Da
Niu.

Ran, though, found her husband’s words a bit amusing and pinched him
gently.

Zhang Daniu smiled a silly smile and scratched his head, “Other than that, I
really can’t think of anything else to sell for more than a hundred thousand!”



Smiling slightly, Haoden Ye didn’t say anything and took two Jade Dew Pills
from the shelf and handed them to Zhang Daniu, “This is what I’m selling, you
can eat it!”

Receiving the pills with a surprised look, Zhang Daniu and Xiaolan took the
pills separately.

“Oh my God, it’s so good!”After Zhang Daniu finished eating, he took a deep
breath and his face immediately lit up, “Is Boss Ye selling mints?”

“The mints are just cool in the mouth, this feels so much more refreshing
throughout, it’s a treat to inhale!”Ran, who had been too shy to speak, actually
opened her mouth.

“This is a pill personally made by our boss Ye, one pill sells for 30,000!”Ran
wrinkled his nose.

“Huh?”As soon as Zhang Daniu heard this, his eyes widened and he quickly
used his hands to snap his voice: “Oh my mother, I’ve eaten thirty thousand
yuan in this bite!No, no, no!”

Lan was also remorseful, thirty thousand dollars was like a huge sum of
money to her, a country woman.

Seeing the two people’s unseen appearance, Lin Yao skirted.

It wasn’t that she looked down on Zhang Daniu and Lan, but she just felt that
thirty thousand dollars really wasn’t much.

“I’ll take a picture and write.It’s really enough to buy him a hundred pills!”Lin
Xiang looked at Haoden Ye with disdain, “Can he refine a hundred at one
point?”



Hehe laughing, Haoden Ye patted Zhang Daniu’s shoulder and said, “Just eat
it, I still have a lot of it here, and the amount of it on the shelves for sale is
limited, besides, the cost of this medicine is not expensive!”

Although mentally still feeling a bit of a pity, Zhang Daniu obeyed and no
longer buckled his voice.

“Tonight you are now staying at the construction site, tomorrow go and collect
your father, don’t keep putting it in the hospital to give people trouble, I’ll give
you three days for the funeral, come back soon after it’s done, I have urgent
matters!”Haoden Ye said to Zhang Daniu.

“It doesn’t take three days, one day is enough, my father knows I’m getting
somewhere and doesn’t care about these forms!”Zhang Da Niu shook his
head.

Nevertheless, Haoden Ye gave Zhang Daniu three days off to rest at the
construction site.

“Who do you owe money to, boss?How much is owed?”When Zhang Daniu
and his wife leave, Lin Yao immediately asks Haoden Ye.

“Five million, owed to Holander!”Haoden Ye’s eyebrows furrowed at the
thought of owing someone else money.

“Zyden?”Lin Xiang’s eyes flashed with a flash of suddenness, “Five million is
also called a debt?”

“How is that not owed, you first give me all the money I can pay back!”Haoden
Ye frowned, mentally thinking about how he must make more pills tonight and
pay back the money as soon as possible.



“It’s only five million, what are you giving him back for?”Lin Xiang showed a
look of disbelief and said, “You’re not afraid he’ll laugh at you if you go to
return it to him!”

Slightly stunned, Haoden Ye frowned and said, “Little cheerfulness, owing
someone money, no matter how much it is, is always owed to them!I don’t feel
good if I don’t give it back to him!”

Seeing Haoden Ye look serious, Lin Xiang shrugged slightly.

Haoden Ye throwing five million dollars to buy a Ferrari smashed, for him it
was an occasional indulgence, but for Zyden, it was a family affair.

As the future heir of the Lin family, Lin Liang certainly understands the
mentality of a young master like Zyden Holander.

She could already predict the amused look on Zyden’s face when Haoden Ye
went to return the money.

To put it another way that’s easy to understand, it’s a guy who borrows five
bucks from a multi-millionaire and a baba reporter gives it back to someone,
and it’s a wonder he doesn’t laugh at them.

When you add up all the money, it’s a rough calculation of two million dollars.

Haoden Ye took the money and called Zyden’s phone.

“Holander!I have two million here, I’ll pay you back first, and I’ll pay the rest
back slowly!”On the phone, Haoden Ye smiled.

“What?Money back?”Zyden was stunned and confused, “Did I lend you
money?How much?”



Haoden Ye mentally laughed bitterly, Zyden wasn’t given a silly fight, the
money he borrowed in the morning, he forgot about it now.

“You forgot, I borrowed five million from you this morning!You had Assistant
Willow call me for the money!”Haoden Ye hurriedly said.

“Huh?Ah!”Zyden seemed to have remembered and whirled around with a
smile, “No way, you still remember this much money, forget it, I’ll treat it as
pocket money for you!”

“No, I don’t feel good if I don’t return this money!”Haoden Ye spoke sincerely,
“This amount of money isn’t money to you, but it’s a lot of money to me!”

“Did I hear you right, you’re a major shareholder in a billion dollar company
now, your pharmacy is making hundreds of thousands of dollars a day, and
you still take five million seriously?”Zyden left his mouth, muddling carelessly,
“If you pay me back, you’re hitting me in the face, do I, Zyden, have to pay
back the five million I borrowed from my brothers?”

Hearing his words, Haoden Ye smiled bitterly.

Isn’t it true these days that it’s the big man who borrows money and everyone
else is forced to pay it back?Why can’t I pay back the money?

“Okay, I know your personality!”Zyden smiled and said, “Why don’t you help
me concoct a pill that will beautify my skin, I want to send it to Xiao Jun!”

This made Haoden Ye psychologically much more comfortable.

With the Shen Nong Tripod, he would be able to refine even more pills.

In the past, there were several pills he couldn’t refine because the furnace
wasn’t hot enough.



“Alright, I have a recipe for a rejuvenation pill here, I’ll refine one for you
later!”Haoden Ye nodded.

“Be quick!A silly nurse let it slip today, Jun knows I’m not in serious condition
and is now very angry.”Zyden urged with a heated laugh.

Hanging up the phone, Haoden Ye laughed bitterly again.

I never thought Zyden would still be able to impress a girl like this!

Thinking back to Zhou Xiaojun’s looks in his mind, Haoden Ye didn’t think that
this girl had any heavenly beauty, and her personality wasn’t as delicate and
gentle as Maya Shen’s.

“Let’s hope Honcho doesn’t just want to play with her!”Haoden Ye mentally
sighed and suddenly thought, mentally wishing even more to refine a good pill
for Zhou Xiaojun.

With two million, Haoden Ye went to the Spiritual Medicine Hall to purchase
herbs.

Chapter 299
The minimum cost of this pill was going to be around four million, so Haoden
Ye could only get another two million on credit, and it was good that Jiao
Yuchun wasn’t in the past, signing the prescription with a big wave of his hand
and sending the following people to the capital to get the herbs over here.

Zhang Daniu’s funeral went very quickly and he came to work every other day.

Haoden Ye asked him to get Uncle Zhang Er, who was now in charge of the
engineering team, to look around the building and finally determine the cost of
the renovation workers to be over two million.



Haoden Ye contacted Liu Fei Leng again and asked her to help get some
materials, but the materials were on credit.

This time, in order to prevent Zyden from not allowing her to pay back the
money, Haoden Ye only asked her to introduce a few material companies, and
he personally went to make the IOU.

Nearly $10 million in material costs, and those companies are on credit
without saying a word.

Just kidding, the assistant to the president of Holander’s group as a
guarantee, not to mention credit, even if it’s a free gift, someone is willing to
give it away.

The cost of materials and workers was settled and the renovation work
restarted.

Second Uncle Zhang got busy with a group of workers and it took less than
two days to refurbish the building.

Hesitant Earth Qi was concentrated underground, and Haoden Ye needed to
get a basement dedicated to alchemy.

Then a separate floor was set aside for storage of herbs, with some
refrigeration equipment.

Upstairs are the staff quarters, and now there is only Zhang Daniu and his
wife, plus one cheerful man, who is in charge of keeping a register of herbs.

There’s not a lot of work right now anyway, so it’s not too late to wait until
there’s more to do before hiring.

On the next floor up was Haoden Ye’s own office, where some precious herbs
were kept in the takeaway.



There were still two empty floors on top, and Haoden Ye had no idea what to
use them for.

After the building was renovated, Haoden Ye and Zhang Daniu went back to
the village to move the sacred peasant tripod back.

“Boom!”The sacred peasant tripod was so heavy that it made a muffled sound
as it fell to the ground.

However, it was clear that the sound was not just from Shen Nong Ding, as if
something else was stirring up because of it.

Haoden Ye could clearly see the violet qi floating out from under the ground
rising rapidly as it came in, circulating in a circle in the sky before converging
into the Divine Agrarian Cauldron.

The many symbols on top of the Shen Nong Tripod were also emitting a faint
glow, seemingly responding to the gifts of the earth.

After installing the Divine Farmer Tripod, Haoden Ye told everyone to leave
the basement and start trying to make pills with the Tripod for the first time.

This time, he was refining the Jade Dew Pill, and since he had a little more
experience with this kind of medicine, the refining process was a little safer.

Holding the medicinal herbs in his hand, Haoden Ye slowly put them into the
Shen Nong Tripod.

Just as the herbs fell into the mouth of the tripod, it was as if there was an
attraction inside the Shen Nong Tripod, instantly absorbing the herbs into it.

The herbs that fell into the Shen Nong Ding were arranged in a very orderly
manner, as if an invisible hand was controlling them.



Following the koi fish’s instructions, Haoden Ye began to mentally recite the
method of refining herbs.

With his voice, the Shen Nong Ding gradually emitted a red light.

The light was so faint that it was almost invisible to the naked eye.

And then the medicinal herbs inside the Shen Nong Tripod also changed, but
gradually began to liquefy!

Seeing this vision, Haoden Ye couldn’t help but reveal a look of surprise, but
his mouth still didn’t stop.

Soon, the medicinal herbs liquefied into a colorful liquid that began to swirl in
the tripod as Haoden Ye’s meditation began, while a white smoke also drifted
out of the tripod, quickly overshadowing Haoden Ye’s vision.

After the entire process was finished in silence and took less than five
minutes, Haoden Ye stopped, his eyes staring at the Shen Nong Tripod.

Shrouded in smoke, a red glow began to emit from inside the Shen Nong
Tripod.

And the smoke seemed to be sentient, just enveloping the Shen Nong Ding,
and when Haoden Ye approached, the smoke automatically dodged.

So Haoden Ye couldn’t even smell any medicine!

“There should be medicinal properties in the smoke as well, Shen Nong Ding
is not wasting any medicinal properties at all!”As an experienced alchemist,
Haoden Ye guessed the utility of the Shennong Tripod!



At this time, Haoden Ye’s gaze shifted to the bottom of the Divine Peasant
Tripod, but he saw that the violet qi in the ground no longer floated like it was
floating upwards, but drifted directly into the Tripod, looking as if it were
flames!

“Nailed it!”In less than two minutes, the Shennong Tripod made a loud noise,
then a small hole appeared underneath the tripod and a black ball fell from it!

And at the same time, the white smoke floating on top of the Shen Nong
Tripod also dispersed.

Haoden Ye lowered his head to look at the black ball brow could not help but
wrinkle, the jade dew pellets he refined were all crystal jade and very
beautiful, how come the Shen Nong Ding refined was black?

Could it be that because it hadn’t been used for a long time, there was an
abnormality in the Shen Nong Ding.

Haoden Ye reached out to take the pill, but from a distance, he felt the heat
from the black ball.

“I can’t believe how hot it is!”Haoden Ye was surprised, he could barely feel a
bit of heat emitted from the Divine Peasant Tripod during the refining process,
how could the herbs be so hot?

Apparently, the Shen Nong Ding gathered all the heat into the herbs.

After waiting for a while, Haoden Ye picked up the black pill and put it to his
nose and sniffed it.

Immediately a pungent smell came out, this wasn’t even the Jade Dew Pill
you were trying to concoct!

Haoden Ye’s mind was cold, did he use the wrong method?



Putting the pills down, Haoden Ye stood up and looked inside the tripod, trying
to find where there was something wrong.

To his surprise, there were more than twenty glittering jade pills inside the
Shen Nong Tripod at this time, wasn’t it the Jade Dew Pill that he wanted to
refine?

Reach out and pick one up, it’s still very hot, but not so hot that it burns your
hand.

The crystal jade color, the cool and fragrant aroma, is even better than the
ones made by hand!

And the herbs that you put in would only refine ten if you refined them
yourself, but the Divine Farmer Tripod had refined a full twenty!

“I see, the black ones are dregs!”Haoden Ye came to a sudden realization!

Thinking of this, Haoden Ye was delighted.

Twenty pills would have taken an hour to refine on their own, while the Divine
Farmer Tripod took less than two minutes to refine or double the number!

“What if we use it to make the Rejuvenation Pill?”

Putting away the Jade Dew Pill, Haoden Ye couldn’t wait to start trying it!

Putting in the herbs, Haoden Ye silently read the refining method.

Similarly, in less than ten minutes, the temperature of the Shennong Tripod
dissipated once again, and no dregs of medicine were transferred out, while
the Shennong Tripod was still a puddle of red liquid inside!



“The Rejuvenation Pill is several levels higher in grade than the Jade Dew Pill,
it should be refined in several processes!This is supposed to be the product of
just the first stage!”

Haoden Ye remembered the information about the Shennong Tripod and the
refining method of the Rejuvenation Pill!

Waiting for a while, Haoden Ye waited for the pharmaceutical inside to
condense into a jelly-like solid.

Turning on the switch below, using a bowl to remove the herbs, Haoden Ye
began to stir!

This process requires a very strong hand and very fast speed.


